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Can support up to 35 tonne axle loads

Geogrids are quick & easy to install, therefore reducing 
unnecessary on-site costs

Geogrids are sustainable, environmentally friendly & 
have low transport and handling costs

Suitable for both tempoSuitable for both temporary or permanent ground 
reinforcement installations

Geogrids provide water dispersion and are SUDS 
compliant, providing an efficient drainage solution

Non expanding, dimensionally stable & can be 
cut-to-size
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Geogrid Premium is the perfect solution 
for creating permeable pathways and 
attractive car parking areas.

Geogrids are tough and flexible ground 
reinforcement for semi-permanent or permanent 
applications. They are strong enough to support 
up to 35 tonne axle loads and durable enough to 
survive the weather year round, even resisting 
the harshest of wears and tears. The versatile 
nature of the grids makes this product perfect for 
a wide a wide range of uses. 

Its lightweight design reduces handling and 
transportation  costs, and the large interlocking 
tiles make Geogrids quick and easy to install over 
a large area, offering further cost efficiency. You 
can trust Geogrids to provide crack-proof, 
non-expanding dimensionally stable surfaces with 
natural drainage.

Geogrid installations are aesthetically pleasing 
because a grass or decorative gravel infill can 
easily be added to transform any area where it 
has been installed.

ThThey are also very versatile as they are suitable 
for multiple applications, including construction 
sites, access roads, commercial parking, private 
driveways, agricultural facilities, helicopter 
landing pads, embankment stabilisation areas, 
infiltration basins and more.

Material:

Dimensions:

Thickness:

Connection:

Weight:

100% Recyclable HDPE

19.69’2

             (4 per sq m)

1.57”

Interlocking male and female lugs

8.8lbs

500mm2

40mm

4kg per sq m


